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In my previous discussion of the metal plates used by artists to create intaglio prints,
I reflected on their precarious existence—between being repurposed for artillery
shells, or simply swapped for pizza. Yet what about woodblocks, which, after all,
mark the very beginning of the age of the reproduceable image? Once paper became
more widely available around the beginning of the fifteenth century, prints came in
existence through the appropriation of older cultural techniques and their tools—
such as the Backmodeln (molds) used for making cookies . . .

. . . or the large ornamental stamps used for imprinting patterns on textiles.

Images could now be multiplied on sheets of paper and became easily transportable.
“As soon as pictures were able to move, they assumed a new power, since in serving
multiple users they could permeate society,” as Richard Benson wrote in his seminal
overview, The Printed Picture (2008).

Pieter Bruegel the Elder, The Dirty Bride or The Wedding of Mopsus and Nisaca, 1566, unfinished printing block
(Metropolitan Museum, New York)

Early on, the work involved in creating a woodcut image became strictly divided
between the Reisser (designer) and the Formschneider (carver). The latter had to
carefully gouge out the areas between the lines that the Reisser had drawn on a
block. The untouched parts of the block’s surface were then inked and a piece of
paper placed on top.

a so-called Reiberdruck, ca. 1430–40, printed on vellum (Albertina, Vienna)

Pressure applied either locally with a spoon (called Reiberdruck in German, which
basically means “rubbed impression”) or later with a press would then transfer the
image onto the paper. Needless to say, the carving process was far more laborintensive than the drawing of the composition, and, accordingly, the Formschneider
usually received a higher pay than the draftsman. Lots of art historical speculation
has addressed the question of whether or not an artist like Albrecht Dürer—whose
large woodcuts were unprecedented in the sophistication of their design and
execution of their carving—actually cut his own blocks. But this is too complex a
problem to tackle here, especially since I want to further explore the relationship
between matrix and food. After all, woodblocks can be eaten, albeit not by humans.
Given the considerable effort that went into the making of a woodcut matrix, it
makes sense that they were not discarded. Holding on to them allowed reprinting, if
there was demand for more. Like intaglio plates, woodblocks also changed hands,
going from, say, an artist’s estate to a publisher, and on to another. For example, two
of Dürer’s woodblocks—the ones for his famous Rhinoceros print from 1515 and the
portrait of Ulrich Varnbüler from 1522—ended up in Amsterdam a century later.
Around 1620, the publisher Willem Janszoon Blaeu, who was printing woodcuts by
Hendrick Goltzius at the time, had matching tone blocks cut for Dürer’s prints and
issued them as chiaroscuro woodcuts, a technique that Dürer himself had actually
never pursued.

The inherent value of those matrices did not, however, deter the larvae of various
species of beetles from feasting on them. Woodworms prefer a certain level of
dampness in their food. Humidity, on the other hand, was needed to store the blocks
to keep them from drying out and cracking, thereby inadvertently laying the table, or
rather: the block for the worms’ banquet.

What remains visible from those gourmet adventures are tunnels in the wood, and
when the block gets printed again, those openings appear as uninked blank disks
within the composition. To show a rather sad example here: the block for Hans
Baldung’s powerful image of Saint Sebastian had the bad fortune of suffering both a
woodworm infestation and a crack right through the middle.

Hans Baldung Grien, St. Sebastian Bound to a Tree, 1514, woodcut

The damage must already have happened within the first decades after the block was
cut in 1514 and no early impression seems to have survived. All examples of this print
I was able to examine are printed on paper that dates from around the middle of the
sixteenth century or even later.
In light of this, I was understandably excited when I came across an apparently fine
and early impression in Berlin’s Kupferstichkabinett. The same solander box also
contained one of the familiar late impressions, providing the rare opportunity for a
close inspection of both sheets side by side. Intriguingly, it quickly became clear that
they belonged to the same late edition and were both printed from the damaged
block. The difference was that the “better” impression had been carefully retouched
in pen and ink. Having the unadulterated impression next to the retouched print, it
was not difficult to see that each white spot caused by a wormhole had been redrawn
and that even the crack had been made to disappear by carefully bridging the gaps in
all the interrupted lines.

I am sharing more images of the untouched print here as a challenge to all curators
who might have an impression of Baldung’s woodcut in their collection. If it appears
to be from an undamaged block, do have a closer look; as mentioned above, so far no
truly fine and early impression of this print could be traced. Needless to say, I am
curious to find one.

Now, if anyone thinks that this is all getting a bit too nerdy, please bear with me. I
can do even better, thanks to the astonishing research undertaken by Professor S.
Blair Hedges, a biologist now at Temple University in Philadelphia. He set out to
measure 3,263 printed wormholes in 473 woodcuts dating from 1462 and 1899 and
found the following: “In woodcuts from northern cities, holes were small and round,
averaging 1.43 mm in width (0.9–2.2 mm, range). . . . By contrast, woodcuts from
southern cities had larger, round holes, averaging 2.30 mm (0.93–4.7 mm).” I hope
to be forgiven by the natural-science community for condensing the findings here for
my readers, whose patience has been tested too often before; anyone wishing to take
a deeper dive into this worm, pardon, rabbit hole may click the following link:

woodworms in space and time

Thanks to his expertise as a biologist, Professor Hedges was able to identify the
common furniture beetle (Anobium punctatum) as the most likely culprit for the
smaller holes, whereas the larger ones are probably caused by the Mediterranean
furniture beetle (Oligomerus ptilinoides). Only around the very end of the nineteenth
century did the distribution range of these ravenous box-, pear-, and applewood
eaters begin to overlap. Until then, their ranges were contiguous, with the historic
boundary line between the two roughly following the 20⁰C isotherm for July.

But where am I going with all of this? Do these findings have any of the “relevance”
the humanities are asked to show these days? I venture to say “yes.” Woodblocks
were usually cut close to the place where they were printed and if they are
attributable to an artist, we can also usually locate their origin. However, far less is
known about their later migration. On copper plates later publishers usually added
their name(s) when they reprinted them; when woodblocks were reprinted, those
names and addresses, set in letterpress underneath the image, are all too often
trimmed off. When trying to establish where certain blocks ended up, Hedges’s
reseach might therefore be able to guide us in the right geographic direction—unless,
that is, the blocks traveled so often between different regions that all we are left with
are evidential crumbs. Hedges cites one such example with the woodblocks used for
the illustrations of an influential botanical book by the Sienese scholar Pietro Andrea
Mattioli. His Commentarii were first published in 1554 but were reeditioned
numerous times throughout Europe. Over a span of two centuries, they had
accumulated so many wormholes from both beetle species that even the hard
scientific evidence that could be gathered ended up being fuzzy . . .
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